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a b s t r a c t
Crew members on cruise ships are hired in a global labor market, and a major cost for cruise lines is mov-
ing crewmembers from their home cities to the cruise ship’s departure port. Complicating the crew sched-
uling problem is the uncertainty due to no-shows, terminations, and other reasons for crew to terminate
their contract prematurely. To address this problem, this paper describes a scheduling system that imple-
ments a two-stage planning process that first determines overbooking levels for the number of crew to
offer contracts to, and then second, a goal integer programming formulation to minimize the movement
cost of assigning crew to ships while maintaining adequate crew levels and a desired crew region compo-
sition.We solve actual-sized problems characteristic of the cruise industry in a reasonably short amount of
time. Experiments comparing the actual crew movement costs to the system’s projected crew movement
costs show that the scheduling system can consistently reduce the movement costs in the range of 9–23%,
better maintain desired crew levels, and better maintain desired crew region composition.
Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction
As a service industry, cruise lines rely on having a large, well-
trained crew to not only operate their ships, but also to provide
the high level of guest services for which the cruise line industry
is known. A single cruise ship can have between 1000 and 1500
crew members, and the largest cruise ship, operated by Royal
Caribbean Cruise Lines, has 2500 crew members. In 2010, Carnival
Cruise Lines, the largest cruise line, operated 93 ships with 65,000
crew. Collectively, the US based cruise industry has 167 ships and
employs more than 250,000 crew members on board those ships
(Anonymous, 2010).
The crew are hired internationally with large recruitment cen-
ters found in the Philippines, India, Caribbean, and Eastern Europe.
In addition to their salary, the cruise line pays to feed and house
crew members, as well as all the expenses incurred by crew to sign
on the cruise and to sign off the cruise. The latter cost, called the
movement cost, is for the crew member to travel from a gateway
city near their home to the departure port of the ship they are as-
signed to. The movement cost includes airfare, exit and entry visas,
hotel, meals, and the local travel expenses incurred by the crew
member to join the ship and to return home after their tour.
Moving crew from their homes to the cruise port of call (and the
return) is a significant cost in the cruise industry – one major
cruise company makes almost 150,000 crew movements in a year
and spends approximately $90 million annually just on crew
movement costs. Even small percentage reductions in crew move-
ment costs can result in substantial cost savings.
Of the many costs associated with crew, only the crew move-
ment costs are affected by the many operational decisions involved
in crew scheduling. The reason is that within a given job category,
for the most part, all crew members earn the same salary and are
paid the same benefits. The only cost that depends upon the crew
schedule is the movement costs. There can be significant differ-
ences in airfare costs, visa processing costs, and other travel-related
costs depending on where the crew member is recruited from, the
port he moves to in order to join the ship, and when he is scheduled
to join and depart the ship.
In this paper, we describe an optimization-based decision sup-
port system called LAPS1 to schedule crew so as tominimize the total
cost of crew movements for the entire fleet of ships operated by a
cruise line. The decision problem of scheduling crew is complex due
to the many inter-related decisions, the size of the problem, and the
need to maintain the high levels of service demanded in the cruise
industry. The crew schedule must obey many internal business
policies, international regulations, and national-level regulations
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depending onwhere the cruise ship visits.Wefirst describe the overall
system architecture and how the system is partitioned into a demand
planningmodule and a crew scheduling optimizationmodule. The de-
mand planning problem is to determine howmany crewmembers are
needed on a ship. It must consider the uncertain behavior of crew
memberswho do not showup for their assignments orwho terminate
their contracts early. Once demand is estimated, then crew can be
scheduled to ships and itineraries. The crewschedulingproblem is for-
mulated as a goal and integer programming problem to minimize the
movement cost while satisfying each ship’s demand as well as many
other constraints. We do a computational analysis and parametric
analysis to explain how the systemworks, aswell as analysis of sched-
uling individual ships versus multiple ships simultaneously. Our re-
sults demonstrate the cruise lines can cut crew movement costs
significantly while maintaining their desired level of service quality.
Our primary contribution is specification of a crew scheduling
system that can efficiently obtain optimal solutions for the prob-
lem sizes demanded by the cruise line. Moreover, the resulting
crew schedules outperform manually generated schedules by
reducing overall cost and better maintaining desired crew numbers
on-board ships. The problem of crew movements in the cruise
industry has not been addressed in the literature, and, in practice,
none of the major cruise lines headquartered in Florida utilize any
optimization in crew scheduling. This paper demonstrates a sys-
tem that supports crew scheduling with optimization while main-
tain flexibility for human schedulers to manage the scheduling
process.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1.1 describes the
operations of a cruise line and how it recruits and assigns crew
to ships. Section 2 reviews the related literature on employee
scheduling. Section 3 presents the crew scheduling systems and
its underlying models. The system is partitioned into crew demand
planning with a stochastic overbooking model and then crew
scheduling with an integer programming model. Section 4 presents
our computational analysis. Section 5 evaluates the model includ-
ing comparisons between model performance and actual perfor-
mance as experienced by the cruise lines. Section 6 summarizes
the main contributions of the article and makes conclusions.
1.1. Cruise line operations
Cruise companies operate internationally with major cruising
destinations in the Caribbean, Mediterranean, Alaska, and other
locations. A typical cruise line has a fleet of ships serving these dif-
ferent destinations. The ships sail different length itineraries rang-
ing from 3-night cruises to 1-month or even longer cruises.
However, the most common cruise remains the 7-night Caribbean
cruise. A cruise itinerary starts at what is called the departure port
where all passengers and new crewmembers join the ship. The itin-
erary usually ends at the same port, the passengers and terminating
crew disembark, and a new itinerary is started. A repositioning
cruise is when a ship moves from one cruising destination to an-
other destination. Common repositioning cruises are tied to the
seasons such that shipsmove between Alaska andMexico or Europe
and the Caribbean as the seasons change from summer to winter.
On a single ship there are more than 100 different job classifica-
tions such as gallery steward, waiter, and commissary. Each job
classification has a job description including the skills required to
perform that job. Job classifications are defined such that all the
crew within a job classification possess the same job experience
and skills. So the cruise line is mostly indifferent with respect to
scheduling one crew member over another to fill an open position
for a particular job classification. The contract length for a crew
member depends on the job classification. Contract lengths range
from 6 to 10 months, with a mandatory 2-month vacation before
the next contract begins.
In addition to the established crew, the cruise line is constantly
recruiting and maintains what is called a gap pool, which is a list of
new employees who are qualified and ready to start work. During
scheduling, when there are no returning crew to fill a position,
then the scheduler will draw from the gap pool. In some instances
even the crew available in the gap pool are insufficient to meet the
scheduling requirements so the recruiting agencies that are located
world-wide are requested to find new hires to fill these positions.
Currently, cruise lines employ schedulers that are in charge of
particular ships and job codes. The schedulers manually do the
scheduling for each ship. The scheduling process is semi-automated
with an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system to manage the
transactions. While scheduling the crew, the scheduler needs to
consider many performance measures and constraints. An impor-
tant performance measure is the PAR level, which is the number
of crew members needed on board for a particular job code. Addi-
tionally, the cruise line wishes to maintain a certain nationality
mix of crew members on each ship and maintain sufficient crew
members with various language abilities.
The PAR level is an important performance measure of the crew
scheduling process because the PAR level is specified to maintain a
desired level of service. The cruise industry is a service industry that
relies on delivering a memorable, positive customer experience,
and it views having adequate crew on board as essential to achiev-
ing this goal. Schedulers attempt to maintain the PAR level for each
job code and ship they are responsible for. Maintaining the PAR le-
vel is difficult because of what are called the unplanned factors,
which are unplanned crew movements that can cause the number
of crew on board to vary. Unplanned factors include no-shows and
early departures. No-shows occur when a crew member with a
signed contract does not show up for their assignment. Some no-
shows are due to events outside of the crewmember’s control such
as delayed flights, visa processing delays, and missed connecting
flights. Other times, the no-show is because the crewmember chan-
ged their mind and did not notify the cruise line. The second cause
of unplannedmovements is crewmembers who depart before their
contract end date due to factors including: compassionate leave,
medical leave, resignation, or termination. We will treat no-shows
and unplanned departures together, collectively called unplanned
factors, because in either case, the result is the ship has fewer crew
members on board than what was planned.
The crew costs involve three major costs: salaries, accommoda-
tions, and movements. Of these three cost components only the
movement costs are subject to optimization. As previously men-
tioned, the salary is the same within a job code, and the accommo-
dations provided to a crew member are also dictated by their job
code. The largest component of movement costs, accounting for
about 70%, is the airfare cost. Airfare costs vary according to the
route flown, season, and other factors. Secondary to airfare is hotel
and local travel costs, followed by visa costs. The LAPS crew sched-
uling system is designed tominimize themovement costs subject to
the goals of maintaining PAR, meeting nationality mix constraints,
and satisfying all business rules pertaining to crew schedules.
2. Review of related work
To our knowledge, there are no other papers that directly ad-
dress crew scheduling for the cruise line industry. In fact, our work
with the cruise lines indicates that optimization has not yet been
used in this context. However, the crew scheduling problem de-
scribed herein is a type of staff scheduling problem. Ernst, Jiang,
Krishnamoorthy, and Sier (2004) review workforce rostering prob-
lems in general. Some staff scheduling problems are formulated as
multi-period assignment problems in which people are assigned to
jobs over time periods (Pentico, 2007). The crew scheduling prob-
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lem can be viewed as a type of multi-period scheduling problem
where the itineraries are the time periods. Franz and Miller
(1993) formulate a multi-period assignment problem for the
assignment of medical residents to teaching hospitals over a plan-
ning horizon. Zhang and Bard (2006) also described a multi-period
assignment problem where they define two objectives to assign
jobs to machines over time periods. Optimizing any one of the
objectives could be solved in polynomial time, but to solve for both
objectives concurrently a heuristic solution procedure was used.
These problems typically have only a few side constraints to define
feasible pairings. Oftentimes, scheduling problems have multiple
goals or objectives. Petrovic, Duenas, and Petrovic (2007) present
a scheduling system for a job shop with multiple objectives that
uses genetic algorithms to find solutions. Yang (2008) uses utility
theory to trade-off time and cost.
Related to the present paper is the extensive work carried out in
the airline industry. In the airline industry, the crew scheduling
problem is a large, complex problem that has received a significant
amount of attention over the past 30 years. Barnhart et al. (2003),
Kohl and Karisch (2004), and Gopalakrishnan and Johnson (2005)
provide good reviews of the problem. Generally, the airline crew
scheduling problem is solved in two stages, where the first stage
is a set partitioning problem to find all the feasible crew pairings
and the second stage is optimization to find the best assignment.
Crew scheduling for the cruise line must deal with the uncer-
tainty of whether crew show up for their assignments or if they de-
part prior to their contractual end date. To deal with the uncertainty
one strategy is overbooking (Rothstein, 1985). Overbooking is now
common practice in the airline industry for passengers and has
spread to many other industries such as patient scheduling (Liu,
Ziya, & Kulkarni, 2010). In this work, we incorporate overbooking
of crew into the crew scheduling problem.
The cruise line crew scheduling problem differs from these mul-
ti-period workforce assignment models and airline crew schedul-
ing in several important ways. First, once a crew member is
assigned to a ship, they stay on that ship until the end of their tour.
In multi-period scheduling, the employees could be assigned to a
different job for each period. Second, there are constraints on the
mix of crew assigned to the same ship, which differ from tradi-
tional concept of side constraints because it applies not to individ-
ual crew member-to-ship assignments but to the mix of crew
members on-board a ship. Third, unplanned factors are a signifi-
cant component of the problem and must be accounted for,
whereas the workforce scheduling models and airline crew sched-
uling models have no uncertainty in employee arrival to the job
assignment or possibility of an employee abandoning an assign-
ment prior to its scheduled completion. Lastly, the crew scheduling
problem must satisfy multiple goals simultaneously leading to a
goal programming formulation.
3. Crew scheduling system
This section describes how we formulate the crew scheduling
problem and design it into the LAPS decision support system.
Fig. 1 shows the LAPS system architecture, which was developed
by following a systems design methodology to determine stake-
holder’s needs and derive system requirements (Giachetti, 2010).
LAPS is used by the crew scheduling department to assign crew
members to ships and itineraries. This decision problem is decom-
posed into two stages of first determining how many crew to sche-
dule and then, second, making an optimal crew schedule. These
stages are handled by two modules, the Demand Planning Module
and the Crew Scheduling Optimization Module respectively. LAPS
addresses one job code at a time because crew assignment in one
job code is independent of other job codes. LAPS can handle single
ships at a time or multiple ships simultaneously.
Determining the number of crew to schedule is not straightfor-
ward because it is subject to uncertainty. The two main uncertain-
ties are no-shows and unplanned departures as was described in
Section 1.1. The no-show rate for the top 10 job codes ranges from
5% to 17%. The second main uncertainty is what is called early
departures, which is the departure of crew members prior to the
end of their contracted tour. Depending on the job code and ship,
early departures account for between 10% and 20% of all crew
movements. In the aggregate over the entire fleet of ships, about
30% of crew movements are due to unplanned factors. Cruise lines
negotiate base fares with airline carriers, but for the short-term no-
tice of travel that occurs due to unplanned factors, the cruise line
frequently pays a bump-up fare because of the inventory restric-
tions in place by the airline. The bump-up fare is on average 25%
higher than the base fare that is paid when the crew’s movement
is planned months in advance.
As a result of the unplanned factors, the cruise line naturally
wants to compensate for them by overbooking the number of crew
to schedule. We call this the crew demand planning problem. In
crew demand planning, the Demand Planning Module uses the his-
torical data available in the enterprise database to forecast no-
show rates and unplanned departure rates by job code, nationality,
and ship. The data is used to specify the number of required sign-
ons by itinerary for each job code so that the PAR level is main-
tained. The output of the Demand Planning Module is an optimal
overbooking level by job code and ship.
The second decision stage is performed by the Crew Scheduling
Optimization Module. The scheduler initiates generation of the
crew schedule. The scheduler controls the model parameters to
be discussed later and can also control which crew are available
for scheduling. The Scheduler Interface also allows a scheduler to
force an assignment for a particular crew member. The Crew
Scheduling Optimization Module generates a crew schedule con-
sisting of the sign-ons and sign-offs for crew members. The sched-
uler can accept the schedule or adjust parameters, change the pool
of available crew, force assignments, and rerun the optimization.
The Rules database contains cruise line policies such as maximum
duty length, region mix, and it also contains international rules and
regulations that the crew schedule must adhere to. These are peri-
odically updated by management and modify the constraints in the
optimization module.
The goals of crew scheduling are to minimize the total crew
movement cost, to maintain as close as possible the required PAR
level, and tomaintain the desired crew region composition. The sche-
dule is subject to constraints on the length and nature of the crew’s
contracts and vacation time. The crew scheduling problem is formu-
lated as a goal and integer programming model. In the following
subsections, we describe in detail the models for the Demand Plan-
ning Module and the Crew Scheduling Optimization Module.
3.1. Crew demand planning module
The crew demand planning module determines the number of
crew to overbook for each job code on a ship for a 6 month period.
LAPS then divides the total number to overbook and allocate it
evenly to itineraries because the data indicates there are no sea-
sonal patterns to no-shows and early departures.
In a deterministic case, the number of sign-ons, son, during the
planning horizon exactly equals the number of sign-offs, soff, and
the PAR level, denoted as P would always be exactly maintained.
In the face of uncertainty due to no shows and early departures,
the cruise line needs to overbook the number of sign-ons. The
number of crew on the ship at the end of the planning horizon, de-
noted as Nh is
Nh ¼ Nh1  soff þ son þ o nns  nd ð1Þ
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where o denotes the number of crew members beyond son that
are given assignments to compensate for the unplanned factors,
nns denotes the number of no-shows, and nd denotes the number
of early departures during the planning horizon. In our model,
son = soff so we can rewrite Eq. (1) as Nh1 + o  nn  nd. The
problem faced by the cruise line is to determine how many crew
members to overbook, denoted as o, so as to minimize the total









Cþ½ðNh1 þ o nns  ndÞ  Pf ðnns;ndÞ ð2Þ
In the formulation, C denotes the penalty cost of being under PAR
and C+ denotes the cost of being over PAR. The function f(nns, nd) de-
notes the joint probability distribution of no-shows and early
departures. The uncertain factors are independent, so we can re-
place the joint probability distribution with the product f(nns)f(nd).
The only unknown is o, which is chosen to minimize the total ex-
pected cost. How the optimal value for o is calculated is presented
in the next section.
The no-shows are modeled with the binomial probability. The
binomial probability distribution gives the probability of the num-
ber of successes, where in this case success is defined as whether a
crew member shows up, given the probability of a single crew
member showing up, denoted as ps and the total number of crew
members scheduled to arrive, which is son + o. Normally, we have
available the no-show rate, denoted as pns, and not the show rate
ps. However, ps = 1  pns Now we can define the probability of nns
crew members not showing up as:
f ðnnsÞ ¼ s
on þ o






In Eq. (3), the term s
on þ o
son þ o nns
 
is the combination, which is
ðson þ oÞ!
ðson þ o nnsÞ!nns!
The early departures are modeled as a Poisson process with an
average departure rate denoted as k crew members per itinerary.
The probability of nd unplanned departures is:




where 0 6 nd 6 Nh.
3.1.1. Computation of optimal overbooking level
In the optimization problem of Eq. (2) we remark that o⁄, the
optimal number to overbook, exists. Since the possible number of
crew to overbook is integer, the search for o⁄ is over a finite set.
The set is relatively small in practice due to the values for the
no-show rates and unplanned departure rates. Given that LAPS
only determines overbooking levels semi-annually, then short
computation times are not critical to system performance. We
were able to quickly obtain optimal solutions in all cases by an
exhaustive search. Since an exhaustive search is both feasible
and computationally practical, we do not explore a rigorous meth-
od to efficiently find o⁄. Once o⁄ is calculated, LAPS evenly allocates
the overbooked sign-ons to itineraries throughout the planning
horizon because no seasonality in the data was observed. Non-
integer values for the period are rounded off.
Fig. 1. System architecture.
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3.2. Crew scheduling optimization module
The crew scheduling problem has the following set definitions,
parameters, decision variables, and variables due to the goal
constraints:
3.2.1. Sets
i 2 I Itineraries
e 2 E Employees
r 2 R Regions
ECB Set of on-board employees whose sign-off is confirmed
EUB Set of on-board employees whose sign-off is
unconfirmed
ECV Set of on vacation employees whose sign-off is
confirmed
EUV Set of on vacation employees whose sign-off is
unconfirmed
EG Set of gap employees, qualified and available to start
employment
Er Set of employees on-board from region r
3.2.2. Parameters
conei Sign-on cost for employee e to sign onto
itinerary i
coffei




Penalty costs for goal constraints for region mix,
under PAR, and over PAR
cgap and cnh Hiring cost to hire a pre-qualified employee from
the gap pool and the hiring cost for a new
employee
Lc Duration of contract period
Lv Duration of vacation period
H Duration of planning horizon
is, ie Start and end date of itinerary i
Pi Total number of employees needed to provide
adequate service on itinerary i (i.e., the PAR
level)
eson Sign-on itinerary for employee e such that
eson = is for some itinerary in which employee e
signs on
esoff Sign-off itinerary for employee e such that
esoff = eson + Lc ±x
ilaston The last possible sign-on for itinerary i in the
planning horizon
isoi Computed sign-off itinerary for each start
itinerary is
pir Min ratio for crew from region r on itinerary i
eavail The availability date of employee e
w Sign-off window in days
3.2.3. Decision variables
The model has the following decision variables.
xei Binary variable, which equals 1 if employee e signs on at
start of itinerary i, and 0 otherwise
yei Binary variable, which equals 1 if employee e signs off at
the end of itinerary i, and 0 otherwise
wei Binary variable, which equals 1 if the on-board employee
e signs off at the end of itinerary i, and 0 otherwise
ze Binary variable, which equals 1 if employee e from the
gap pool is recruited
nir Number of new hires required for itinerary i from region
r, excluding those from the gap pool
3.2.4. Variables due to goal constraints
Pi Total number of employees under PAR in itinerary i
Pþi Total number of employees over PAR in itinerary i
Rir Total number of employees from region r in itinerary i
below the required proportion pir
Rþir Total number of employees from region r in itinerary i
above the required proportion pir
The crew scheduling optimization module is designed to sche-
dule crew sign-ons and sign-offs to itineraries. The itinerary code
in the database is uniquely defined for a ship, so even when LAPS
is executed for a group of ships, it differentiates between ships
through the itinerary code. Fig. 2 shows that each itinerary has a
start date, denoted as is and an end date, denoted as ie. LAPS uses
a rolling planning horizon, denoted as H, that is set to the contract
length (Lc) plus the vacation length (Lv) for new sign-ons. Within
the planning horizon H, sign-ons and sign-offs are determined.
Crew members are scheduled to sign-on a ship at the start of an
itinerary. Consequently, it is possible to pre-compute the corre-
sponding sign-off itinerary as isoi = is + Lc, which is then rounded
off to the nearest ie since the contract length may not be evenly
divisible by the itinerary length. The incorporation of the ship
and time into the set definition for itineraries greatly reduces the
number of variables because we need only to index on crew and
itineraries versus crew, itineraries, ship, and time.
Employee contracts start at the beginning of itineraries and end
at the end of itineraries. A decision variable exists for each employ-
ee sign-on and sign-off because the employee contract length is al-
lowed to vary by a couple of weeks so as to take advantage of lower
costs, if possible. Note we differentiate between sign-offs for those
employees who are already on-board at the start of the planning
horizon via wei and those who are not on-board via yei. We do this
for two reasons: first, it makes the constraints less complex and
easier to express, and second, it aids in documenting and analyzing
the system’s output.
The status of a crewmember is either on board a ship or on vaca-
tion. On board crew members have projected sign-off itineraries,
which are not confirmed until they are within the lead-time for sign-
ing off, denoted as L. Until the sign-off is confirmed, then the crew
member’s contract is denoted as ready or unconfirmed. We deter-
mine all confirmed sign-ons and confirmed sign-offs first and set
the corresponding decision variable (xei = 1 andwei = 1) prior to solv-
ing thegoal programming formulation. The reason is once confirmed;
no changes are made to the crew member’s sign-off or sign-on.
3.2.5. Objective function
The objective is to minimize the total movement cost of crew
sign on and off of the ships, of hiring gap pool employees, of hiring
new employees, and the penalty costs associated with the goal

















ðcpuPi þ cpoPþi Þ ð5Þ
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In the objective function, the sign-on and sign-off costs, conei and c
off
ei ,
depend on the employee’s gateway city ge and the gateway port gi
for the ship’s itinerary and is precomputed for all combinations of
(ge, gi). The second term represents the cost of hiring an employee
from the gap pool and the third term represents the cost of recruit-
ing and hiring a new employee. In the model, we assume cgap < cnh
because gap employees have already been interviewed, qualified,
and are ready to start. The objective function includes three penalty
costs as part of the goal programming formulation. The penalties
are for being below the minimum region mix, below PAR, and above
PAR. The penalty costs for deviating from each goal, crm, cpu, and cpo,
are not actual costs incurred by the cruise line. In Section 5.3 we
investigate how changes to these parameters affect the solution.
3.2.6. Constraints
Goal constraint (6) requires the number of crew on-board plus
sign-ons and new hires minus the sign-offs must equal the re-
quired PAR for that job code and ship. Goal constraint (7) requires
the number of crew from a particular region r to match the desired
proportion. Note, that in the objective function, only being below
the region mix requirement is penalized.
Constraints (8), (9), (11)–(13) enforce the contract restrictions
and rules governing crew tours. Constraint (8) defines a time win-
dow for sign-offs such that if the employee status is on board and
the employee’s projected sign-off (employee end date, denoted
esoff) is within the sign-off lead-time, denoted by esoff 6 L, then that
employee’s projected sign-off is confirmed within a sign-off win-
dow defined by ±x, where x denotes the time window in days.
In practice, the time window is one or two itineraries in length
and provides an opportunity for crew to sign-off when it is most
cost advantageous. This is especially useful for crew signing off
near a repositioning cruise. For example, if a ship is repositioning
from the Caribbean to the Mediterranean, then any Eastern Euro-
pean crew with impending sign-offs can have the sign-off delayed
within the time window to take advantage of the fact the ship will
bring them closer to their gateway city. Constraint (9) works in
conjunction with this constraint and ensures that the employee
only signs off once since the equality in constraint (8) was for
the sign-off window only. Constraint (10) requires that there are
no sign-offs unless the crew member signs-on. Constraint (11) re-
quires the crew to sign on before they sign off. Constraint (12) sets
the maximum number of sign-offs to 1 because the planning hori-
zon is set to the crew tour plus vacation, and consequently, only al-
lows at most a single sign-on and sign-off during the planning
horizon. Constraint (13) controls the sign-ons for an employee
and limits it to 1.
Constraints (15)–(18) manage the availability of crew according
to their status of being on-board or on vacation and the condition
of whether their contract is confirmed or ready for confirmation.
Constraints (19) and (20) enforce the binary integer variable and


















ðxei0 yei0 wei0 þni0rÞþRir Rþir ¼bPipirc 8i2 I;r 2R ð7Þ
X
i2fIjesoffx6ie6esoffþxg
wei ¼ 1; 8e 2 EUB ; esoff 6 L ð8Þ
X
i2fIjeonbrdg
wei 6 1; 8e 2 EB; esoff 6 L ð9Þ




6 isxei0 P yei 8e 2 E; i 2 fIjeson 6 H ð11Þ
X
i2I
yei 6 1 8e 2 E ð12Þ
X
i02I; is6i0s
i0s6minðesoff þLv ; i0lastsonÞ
xei0 6 1 8e 2 E; i 2 I ð13Þ
















xei ¼ 0 8e 2 ECB ð18Þ









ir ¼ 0;1;2;3; . . . ð20Þ
Our formulation of the crew scheduling problem is a goal and
integer programming model. The goal programming formulation
is needed because of the competing performance measures the
cruise line wants to simultaneously attain. Here, the main objective
is to minimize total movement costs with some allowable deviation
from the PAR and region mix requirements. The decisions variables
Fig. 2. Definition of scheduling terms.
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are binary integer variables and general integers. In general, these
types of problems are difficult to solve to optimality. In the next
section, we present computational experiments to investigate mod-
el tractability.
4. Computational analysis
In the computational analysis, we use actual data from the
cruise line. The problems range in size of scheduling from 1 to 5
ships simultaneously. The planning horizon for all experiments
was 240 days to cover the 6-month tour plus 2-month mandatory
vacation period. To solve the problems, we first determine the
overbooking levels for each job code and ship. The overbooking re-
sults are used to update the scheduling data which is used by the
crew scheduling module. The crew scheduling module uses AMPL
and CPLEX version 11 on an Intel Duo Core 2 processor at 2.00 GHz
and 2.00 GB of RAM.
Table 1 summarizes the test problem characteristics and the
computational results. The first column identifies the ship and
job code using a two letter abbreviation for the ship followed by
a UT for gallery steward andW for waiter. The other columns show
the problem size and computation statistics. An optimal solution
was found for all test problems. The computational time ranges
from 0.2 min to 30.2 min. In many of the test problems, CPLEX
finds the optimal solution at the root node. Given the planning
horizon for crew scheduling ranges between 8 months and
12 months, a 30-min solution time is an acceptable solution time
to the business. Since the formulation and solution with CPLEX is
both feasible and computationally practical, we do not explore
more efficient algorithms to solve the problem. Our reasons are
the main purpose of the paper is to present the crew scheduling
problem, the formulation can be solved in a reasonably short per-
iod of time for actual industry problems, and the scope for reducing
the computational time is small in most problem instances.
5. System analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of the LAPS crew
scheduling system. We first analyze how the under and over PAR
cost parameters affect the overbooking results. We then compare
the overbooking performance against actual performance in terms
of maintaining the desired PAR level. We analyze how the penalties
in the goal programming formulation affect the solution. We do
experiments to compare the LAPS results to the actual schedules
developed by the human schedulers. We end the section by analyz-
ing whether pooling crew from multiple ships and then scheduling
them simultaneously leads to benefits. In all cases we use actual
data from the cruise line so that LAPS results are being compared
directly to the actual decisions and performance of the human
schedulers. The one exception is in the overbooking analysis, be-
cause the crew demand planning module overbooks the itineraries,
and since the actual data did not have the extra crew, we need to
use Monte Carlo simulation to estimate how many crew members
do not show or depart early. Otherwise, all the data used is actuals.
5.1. Under and over PAR cost analysis
The two cost parameters C and C+ affect the optimal overboo-
king level. In practice, CP C+ because being under PAR is consid-
ered to be much worse than being over PAR. To illustrate, Fig. 3
uses data for one job code with a PAR of 60, a no-show rate of
12.2% and an average departure rate of 4 per 8-month tour to cal-
culate the optimal overbooking level for the ratio C

Cþ ¼ 1;1:5, and 2.
The figure shows that as the under PAR cost increases relative to
the over PAR cost, it increases the optimal overbooking value as
is expected. However, the magnitude of the difference is small. In
the example shown, the difference between a cost ratio of 1 versus
2 is to overbook 12 versus 14 additional crew members over the 8-
month planning horizon.
5.2. Overbooking analysis
In this section, we evaluate the demand planning model using
Monte Carlo simulation for the three job codes (UT, W, and
COM2) on the ships AD, EX, and VY. The historic no-show rate
and the early departure rate vary slightly for each case as shown
in the second and third column of Table 2. Table 2 shows the actual
performance for each case in terms of the average number on-
board, number of itineraries below and above PAR, as well as the
max, min and average for the period from January 1, 2010 through
July 1, 2010. To summarize the overall performance, we defined





such that a positive value indicates over PAR and a negative value
indicates under PAR.
For each case, we applied the demand planning model to deter-
mine whether overbooking should be performed, and if yes, by
how much. For example, for the first case of AD-UT, the cruise line
should overbook by 14 crew members during the planning hori-
zon. Since the cruise line did not use overbooking during the study
time period, we use Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the perfor-
mance while overbooking. We generated 10,000 simulations using
the no-show and unplanned departure rates to estimate perfor-
mance of overbook for each case, which is shown in bold-faced
type in Table 2. This allows a comparison of actual performance
when there was no overbooking to estimated performance if they
used the demand planning model to overbook.
We see that the human schedulers ranged from 2 less than PAR
shown in the Max Below column to 13 over PAR shown in the
Table 1
Computational analysis.
Problem Number of integer variables Number of branch and bound nodes Computational time (hh:mm:ss) Number of IP iterations
VY-W 36,192 0 00:00:36 6688
EX-W 26,285 0 00:00:54 14,271
AD-W 22,848 0 00:01:08 9050
NV-W 33,210 513 00:30:08 50,118
AD/EX/VY-W 207,100 150 00:16:04 40,062
MA/RD/RH/VY-UT 299,308 11 00:07:48 34,260
AD-UT 19,968 0 00:00:12 3154
EX-UT 20,488 0 00:00:09 5312
AD/EX/NV/VY-UT 52,992 510 00:21:03 62,349
AD/EX/VY-UT 39,824 0 00:01:27 13,250
AD/EX/MA/NV/VY-UT 66,320 501 00:30:12 100,749
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MaxAbove column. The last column is the average % of PAR,which is
the percent deviation per itinerary over the 6-month period such
that closer to 0 is better (exactly 0 implies the ship was exactly at
PAR for every itinerary). The overbooking policy outperforms the ac-
tual schedule for each of the three ships based on the average PAR%.
Also, it is noted that the model has less variation than the actual
schedules. We believe that the schedulers have a difficult time
maintaining PAR and cycle between overshooting PAR and being
below.
A study was conducted to estimate the costs of the unplanned
movements associated with traditional practice for compensating
for no-shows and early departures. These costs include unused air-
line tickets, ticket change penalties, paying the bump-up fare for a
replacement crewmember in order tomaintain PAR, and other can-
celation/processing fees. The study estimated an average cost of
$360 per unplanned movement. Using this value, the overbooking
of 14 crew members will save approximately 14($360) = $5040
over the 8-month planning horizon. The savings is for a single job
code on a single ship. For one ship, the movement cost during the
planning horizon was approximately $60,000, so overbooking re-
duces themovement costs by 8.4%. More significantly, the overboo-
king model performs better than humans in maintaining desired
PAR levels. The deviation from the overbooking model is much
smaller than any of the human schedulers. Moreover, the deviation
can be controlled by adjusting the model parameters. The result of
overbooking is closer adherence to PAR and a more steady level of
service provision on the ship.
5.3. Penalty analysis
The first analysis is of how changes in the penalties for the goal
constraints affects the model solution. To establish values for the
penalties we used the average movement costs as a guide for what
a reasonable penalty would be. Penalties were set at three levels of
$500, $1000, and $1500 where the average movement cost is $700.
The low value of $500 is greater than only about 20% of all crew’s
movement costs. These values were chosen because if the penalty
is too low compared to the movement cost, then the solver will vio-
late the constraint and take the penalty rather than schedule a crew
member to satisfy the goal constraint. If the penalty is too high
compared to the movement cost, then the solver will avoid violat-
ing the constraint and move a crew member instead. Table 3 sum-
marizes the experiments conducted using data from two ships.
To analyze how the penalties affect the output we created a pi-
vot table for the data in Table 3. As the regionmix penalty increases,
the average movement cost and average number of times above
PAR increases, while the average number of times below PAR and
below the region mix minimum decreases. For all performance
measures, the change is greater going from $0 to $500 compared
to the change between $500 and $1000. For example, the average
number of times below the region mix goes from 21.5 to 11.0 when
changing from $0 to $500 and from 11.0 to 8.5 when changing from
$500 to $1000. When changing the under PAR penalty, the average
number of times below PAR goes from 2.8 to 0.5 and then 1.0 for
penalties of $500, $1000, $1500 respectively. When changing the
over PAR penalty, the average cost increases and then decreases.
The average number of times above PAR decreases steadily as well
as the average number of times below the regionmix. The penalties
interact with each other. Increasing the penalty for region mix
forces the model to hire more crew from the regions that are below
the regionmix ratio. It also forces themodel to delay the sign-offs of
crew from those regions. As a result, the number of times above PAR
tends to increase. The under PAR and above PAR penalties work in
conjunction since the constraints may prevent exactly meeting PAR
so the solver will have to either schedule more or fewer crew
depending on the magnitudes of the penalties and movement costs
for available crew. Discussions with management led to the general
preference that the penalties for region mix, under PAR, and over
PAR be such that crm 6 cpu 6 cpo. In the remainder of the analysis,
for ease of comparisons, we used the same penalties throughout:
crm = 500, cpu = 1500, and cpo = 1000.
5.4. Cost analysis
To determine the potential improvement of optimization for
crew scheduling, we compare LAPS results to the actual schedules
generated by the schedulers for the first 6 months of 2010. We
choose two job codes and 20 ships to investigate. For each job code
and ship, the cruise line’s database was queried to determine the
sign-ons and sign-offs during the time period and the cost of those
transactions. In a few cases, the database was missing the standard
cost or the crew members gateway city was missing. In these cases
we estimated the cost based on the other available data. For exam-
ple, the standard cost for some crew members to travel to GAL
(Galveston, TX) was missing so we substituted the cost to travel
to GAL from a similar gateway city. In this way, we have a reliable
benchmark to compare our model results to the actual results that
occurred at the cruise line during this time period for these ships.
We calculated the total cost of the crew movements for the time
period, measures of PAR performance, and measures of region
mix performance. Note, the crew movement costs reported do
not include the penalty costs because those costs are not actual
costs incurred by the cruise line.
To do an even comparison, we then determined the pool of crew
members who were available at the beginning of January 2010 so
that the crew scheduling model can use the same data that was
available to the schedulers. The crew, their availability, movement
costs, and other parameters were kept the same as for what the
schedulers had available. Penalties for under PAR, over PAR, and re-
gion mix were set to $500, $1500, and $1000 respectively. The pen-
alty costs are not actual, incurred costs so they are not included in
the movement costs reported. Using the same input data available
to the schedulers, the model was used to generate a schedule and
the performance measures. Table 4 summarizes the results of the
analysis.
In Table 4 the actual schedule generated by the schedulers is fol-
lowed by the schedules generated by the crew scheduling module.
The table shows the penalties used, the total number of sign-ons,
sign-offs, new hires from the gap pool, and additional new hires.
For each scenario the total cost of the schedule is the sum of all crew
movement costs and the new hire fee. The table shows the cost sav-
ings and percent improvement for the model schedule over the ac-
Fig. 3. Overbooking cost versus number overbooked.
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tual schedule. When multiple ships are scheduled simultaneously
(e.g., AD/EX/VY, then the cost savings is compared to the sum of
the actuals for the three ships). The last three columns show the
number of itineraries the job code was below PAR, above PAR,
and exactly at PAR. Performance of region mix goals is performed
separately to keep the presentation simple.
In every experiment conducted, the crew scheduling module
generated a schedule that was a lower cost than the human-gener-
ated schedule. The cost savings ranged from a low of 9.37% to a
high of 23.25%. The cost savings opportunities are due to (1) differ-
ences in movement costs for different crew gateway city/port gate-
way pairs, (2) taking advantage of repositioning cruises to sign
crew on and off where it is advantageous, (3) improved ability to
consistently meet PAR without being over or under, and (4) hiring
fewer new employees by better utilizing available crew. It is worth
noting that the cost savings is achieved with simultaneous
improvements in the performance with respect to PAR levels.
5.5. Region mix analysis
There are four regions that the cruise line currently tracks:
Caribbean (CAR), Indian (IND), Philippines (PHI), and Other (OTH).
To provide the desired service, the cruise line determines for each
ship and itinerary a composition or mix of crew from different re-
gions. We took the region mix percentage pir and determined the
minimum number of crew within each job code required from a
particular region r for itinerary i, which is the target value in the
crew scheduling model. Table 5 shows the performance of the
scheduling model compared the actuals in terms of the region
mix. In every case, the crew scheduling model was able to perform
better in terms of the region mix. In the future, the cruise line may
use a more precise national categorization of crew. The current for-
mulation would work for a national mix as well as the current re-
gion mix.
5.6. Pooling analysis
In many scenarios it is known that pooling of resources can
improve overall performance. In the crew scheduling problem,
pooling is when multiple ships are scheduled simultaneously in-
stead of scheduling each ship individually such that the crew
from any of the ships can be scheduled to any of the ships in
the pool. We perform several experiments to evaluate any cost
savings from such pooling. In the experimental scenario, we only
pool ships from the same ship class meaning all the ships share
the same design layout. This is done because for many job codes
training is ship specific. For example, waiters learn the routes to
approach each table from the kitchen which is dependent on
the ship layout. In the experiments the penalty costs were
$500, $1500, and $1000 for the region mix, under PAR, and over
PAR goals respectively. Table 6 summarizes the results of the
pooling analysis. The first row is each of the five ships scheduled
individually. The sign-on cost, sign-off cost, gap pool cost, new
hire cost, and total cost are for all five ships together. First, it is
observed that while pooling lead to an overall decrease in cost,
it is only a 4.3% improvement from scheduling all five ships to-
gether versus each ship individually. Most of the savings came
not from better assignments that reduced overall airfare, but
the ability to reduce the need to hire employees from the gap
pool. In fact, the sign-off cost remained constant for all experi-
ments which can be explained in part because many of the
sign-offs are of on-board employees and there is no opportunity
Table 2
Overbooking results.


















AD-UT 0.12 4 56 57 15 21 2 6 2.36
Model-AD-UT 0.12 4 56 55.8 12 8 3 2 0.44
EX-UT 0.12 4 56 59 0 29 0 13 10.84
Model-EX-UT 0.12 4 56 55.8 13 9 4 2 0.39
VY-UT 0.12 4 56 57 1 24 1 10 5.04
Model-VY-UT 0.12 4 56 56.5 7 9 3 3 0.43
AD-COM2 0.16 5 40 41 12 22 1 3 1.88
Model-AD-COM2 0.16 5 40 40.1 15 15 1 3 0.26
EX-W 0.10 3 20 21 11 32 2 4 3.28
Model-EX-W 0.10 3 20 19.9 18 15 1 1 0.16
Table 3
Analysis of penalties for goal constraints.
Ship Penalties Number of Total cost Number of itineraries
RM P P+ Sign-ons Sign-offs Gap pool New hires Below PAR Above PAR At PAR Below region mix
FR 0 500 500 56 70 0 0 $87,822 4 15 13 31
FR 500 1000 1000 59 72 2 0 $92,907 0 18 14 22
FR 1000 500 500 55 73 3 0 $91,766 0 22 10 13
FR 500 1500 1500 55 69 3 0 $89,107 2 11 19 15
FR 500 1500 1000 56 69 2 0 $88,941 1 13 18 14
VS 0 500 500 86 96 0 0 $126,940 6 11 19 12
VS 500 1000 1000 89 95 0 2 $123,337 1 13 22 7
VS 1000 500 500 86 96 1 4 $135,820 2 13 21 4
VS 500 1500 1500 87 96 2 2 $133,398 3 11 22 2
VS 1000 1500 1500 87 95 2 4 $136,701 0 15 21 2
VS 500 1500 1000 87 95 1 4 $135,821 0 15 21 3
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for reducing this cost unless the ship repositions during the plan-
ning horizon. The reduction of the gap pool costs is explained by
the fact that when pooling there were opportunities due to differ-
ences in crew availability to meet requirements with existing
crew from other ships rather than new hires.
6. Conclusions
Crew scheduling is a difficult task to perform because of the
large size of the problem, the complexity that arises from the num-
ber of possible combinations for different schedules, the uncer-
tainty in crew arrivals and departures, and the multiple,
competing goals. In this paper, we present a decision support sys-
tem called LAPS that decomposes the crew scheduling problem
into two stages. Stage one is a stochastic overbooking model to
compensate for unplanned factors of crew no-shows and crew
early departures. Stage two is formulated as a goal, integer pro-
gramming problem to find the lowest cost schedule with the
smallest deviation from PAR level and region mix goals. The LAPS
system lets the scheduler control the process and makes adjust-
ments to parameters and input data as required for a particular
scheduling scenario.
A computational analysis using actual data from the cruise line
establishes that LAPS can solve actual sized problems in a reason-
able computational time. The crew scheduling system was evalu-
ated by performing direct comparisons with the actual schedules
generated and used by the cruise line. In all cases, the crew sched-
uling system was able to find a lower cost schedule that performed
better with respect to PAR and region mix than what was gener-
ated by the human schedulers. Cost savings ranged from a low of
9% to a high of 23%, which is a significant savings on the annual
cost of crew movements that is approximately $90–$150 M for
the larger cruise lines. Analysis was also done on whether policy
changes to pool the crew from multiple ships together would lead
to benefits. The pooling analysis shows only small cost reductions
are possible, and these cost reductions may not be significant en-
ough to justify a policy change when most crew like to be reas-
signed to the same ship each tour.
The paper contributes to operations management with the for-
mulation of the crew scheduling problem and its decompositions
into two stages to handle both unplanned and planned crew move-
ments. The paper considers current cruise line operations that in-
volve scheduling crew by job code and by ship individually. The
job codes are organized into a promotion hierarchy such that
new crew usually enter entry-level job codes such as assistant
waiter and then with experience are promoted to other job codes.
Future work will investigate combining job codes in the promotion
hierarchy and scheduling them simultaneously. Such expansion of
the problem size will probably require investigation of more effi-
cient algorithms to solve the problem. Additionally, the crew
scheduling system is being adapted to determine the optimal
nationality mix to have on ships to minimize total movement cost
and maximize aggregate guest satisfaction.
Table 4
Model compared to actuals.
Scenario Number of Total cost % Diff. Number of itineraries
Ship Job code Sign-ons Sign-offs Gap pool New hires Below PAR Above PAR At PAR
Actual AD Galley steward 45 40 6 0 $62,395 –
Model AD Galley steward 41 39 1 0 $53,170 14.78% 1 11 26
Actual EX Galley steward 47 43 5 0 $60,017 –
EX Galley steward 42 45 0 0 $46,399 22.69% 0 7 23
Actual VY Galley steward 44 39 6 0 $68,148 –
VY Galley steward 41 42 0 0 $56,900 16.51% 0 8 27
AD/EX/VY Galley steward 124 126 6 0 $159,310 16.40% 1 26 76
AD/EX/MA/NV/VY Galley steward 201 206 17 2 $254,543 14.86% 3 50 126
Actual AD Waiter 109 125 3 0 $174,789 – 36 1 1
AD Waiter 108 110 0 5 $158,418 9.37% 2 3 33
Actual EX Waiter 108 116 1 0 $144,084 – 1 29 0
EX Waiter 99 100 0 2 $110,584 23.25% 1 3 26
Actual VY Waiter 112 117 1 0 $146,482 – 31 3 1
VY Waiter 100 103 0 4 $126,094 13.92% 2 1 32
AD/EX/VY Waiter 307 313 0 11 $400,227 14.14% 5 7 81
MA/RD/RH/VY Waiter 313 326 0 17 $409,733 14.35% 5 15 108
Table 5
Region mix evaluation.
Ship Number of itineraries below bpirPic
CAR IND PHL OTH
AD-W Actual 21 0 0 0
AD-W 0 0 0 0
EX-W Actual 2 0 0 0
EX-W 0 0 0 0
NV-W Actual 18 0 0 0
NV-W 40 0 4 0
SP-W Actual 35 14 35 0
SP-W 11 9 9 0
VY-W Actual 35 0 0 0
VY-W 10 0 0 0
VI-W Actual 44 0 26 0
VI-W 14 0 11 0
Table 6
Pooling analysis.
# Ships pooled Pooling pattern Sign-on cost Sign-off cost Gap pool cost New hire cost Total cost
– AD, EX, MA, NV, VY $123,047 $128,226 $10,500 $6,000 $267,773
2 AD-EX, MA-NV, VY $121,924 $128,226 $9,000 $6,000 $265,150
3 AD-EX-MA, NV-VY $123,477 $128,226 $7,250 $6,000 $264,953
4 AD-EX-MA-NV, VY $121,864 $128,226 $5,750 $8,000 $263,840
5 AD-EX-MA-NV-VY $118,915 $128,226 $5,000 $4,000 $256,141
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